ABSTRACT A new intelligent fault diagnosis algorithm of rotating machinery based on intrinsic characteristic-scale decomposition (ICD), generalized composite multi-scale fuzzy entropy (GCMFE), Laplacian score (LS), and particle swarm optimization-based support vector machine (PSO-SVM) is proposed in this paper. First, ICD is applied to decompose a vibration signal into a sum of product components. Second, GCMFE is proposed to evaluate the complexity of the decomposed vibration signals. GCMFE can overcome the drawbacks of the MFE method, and the superiority of GCMFE is validated using a simulated signal. Third, the LS method is utilized to select the extracted fault features. In the end, the selected features are input into the PSO-SVM to classify different health conditions. The simulated and experimental results validate the superiority of the proposed method in fault feature extraction compared with three other methods: ICD-MFE, ICD-CMFE, and GCMFE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fault diagnosis of rotating machinery is a multidisciplinary topic in the field of assess health management, which is significant for safety operation of mechanical equipment [1] - [7] . Vibration-based analysis has been widely applied in academia and industry because of its high-scalability and easy-to-implement in real applications [8] - [12] . Vibrationbased analysis mainly consists of three elements: data collection, fault feature extraction and fault type classification [13] - [18] . As known that the fault feature extraction is the most important one, because rotating machinery often works in harsh conditions, the fault information is usually embedded in the strong background noises.
Recently, a lot of advanced signal processing techniques have been developed for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery [19] , [20] . Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) was proposed by Wigner [21] . However, the cross-term interference in WVD limits its application [20] . Wavelet transform (WT) is widely used to decompose the vibration signal and remove the noises [22] . But it is difficult to choose the basis function [20] . Many researchers focus on developing the self-adaptive methods, including empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [23] , local mean decomposition (LMD) [24] and intrinsic time-scale decomposition (ITD) [25] . With the help of these methods, a complex signal can be decomposed into a series of simple components. However, such methods confront more challenges in analysis of vibration signals, such as end effect and mode-mixing problems [10] , [26] . To address the above shortcomings, a novel self-adaptive algorithm called intrinsic characteristic-scale decomposition (ICD) was proposed by Li. et al [26] . ICD can decompose the measured vibration signal into a sum of product components (PCs). ICD can alleviate the mode-mixing problem and has high calculation efficiency [27] . In this paper, ICD is adopted to preprocess the vibration signals of rotating machinery. Then the main PC with the largest kurtosis value is chosen for further analysis. With the help of ICD, the fault unrelated information can be eliminated and the fault symptoms can be highlighted significantly.
After applying ICD, an appropriate method is required to extract the fault information from the denoised signals. Many nonlinear dynamic methods, such as approximate entropy (ApEn) [28] , sample entropy (SampEn) [29] , multiscale sample entropy (MSE) [30] , and fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) [31] have been used in analysis of mechanical systems. Recently, multiscale fuzzy entropy (MFE) was proposed for feature extraction [32] . However, MFE may generate unreasonable analysis results for short-length data, especially at larger scales [33] . In addition, the averaging procedure used in the MFE will lose useful information [34] to some extent.
To overcome the above problems of MFE, a novel method called generalized composite multi-scale fuzzy entropy (GCMFE) is proposed to estimate the complexity of time series. Compared with MFE, GCMFE has two main advantages. First, GCMFE uses the composite multiscale analysis to decrease the large variance of FuzzyEn values at large scales through computing all FuzzyEn values of coarse-graining time series [35] . Second, GCMFE adopts the second-order moment instead of the first-order moment to enhance the fault feature extraction ability [34] , [36] .
By using the GCMFE, the fault features can be extracted from the rotating machinery vibration signals. But the obtained fault features extracted from GCMFE are high dimension. In this paper, Laplacian score (LS) is adopt to reduce the feature dimension [32] . In addition, a classifier is employed to recognize the fault patterns automatically. Here, particle swarm optimization-based support vector machine (PSO-SVM) classifier is used to classify each health conditions of rotating machinery [37] . PSO-SVM can adaptively seek the optimal parameters (penalty factor and kernel parameter ) and enhance the classification accuracy of SVM [38] , [39] . In summary, an intelligent fault diagnosis algorithm for rotating machinery is accomplished based on ICD, GCMFE, LS and PSO-SVM. Experimental results show that the proposed ICD-GCMFE has a better classification performence in comparison with ICD-MFE [32] and ICD-CMFE [40] methods.
The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the ICD method. Section 3 reviews the basis of FE, MFE and GCMFE. Section 4 introduces the LS method. Section 5 provides the framework of the proposed approach. Section 6 validates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using two experimental signals. Finally, Section 7 draws the conclusions.
II. INTRINSIC CHARACTERISTIC-SCALE DECOMPOSITION (ICD)
ICD aims to decompose a multi-component signal into a sum of product components (PCs) [26] . Each PC is the product of an amplitude envelope signal and a purely frequency modulated signal. There are seven steps in ICD method as below:
(1) Assume the total extreme of the signal
(2) Compute the corresponding local mean points m k (k = 1, 2, · · · , M ) and local envelope points A k
In this paper, we set a = 0.5. All the m k are connected by the cubic spline method to obtain the local mean function m 11 (t).
(3) Compute the local envelope points a k (k = 1, 2, · · · , M ).
Here, the β is set β = 0.5. Connect all the envelope points a k using the cubic spline to obtain the envelope function a 11 (t).
(4) We subtract m 11 (t) from the raw signal x(t) to generate a new time series h 11 (t) as follows.
The time series h 11 (t) can be amplitude demodulated through dividing itself by a 11 (t).
If s 11 (t) is a pure frequency demodulated signal, go to step (4) . Otherwise, regard s 11 (t) as the raw signal and repeat the above steps (1)-(4) until a pure frequency demodulated signal s 1n (t) is got.
The ideal stop criterion of the iteration should satisfy that a 1n (t) = 1. Here, the stop criterion is 1 − δ ≤ a 1(n+1) (t) ≤ 1 + δ for practical applications. In this paper, the δ is set δ = 10 −3 .
(5) Then, the corresponding envelope signal a 1 (t) is obtained through multiplying the envelope estimate functions.
(6) Multiply s 1n (t) by a 1 (t) to get the first product component PC 1 (t).
The instantaneous amplitude (IA) of PC 1 (t) is a 1 (t). The instantaneous frequency depends on the pure frequency demodulated signal as follows:
where f s is the sampling frequency. (7) Separate PC 1 (t) from the original signal x(t) to get a new signal u 1 (t) where u 1 (t) is considered as a new signal and we repeat the above steps until PC 1 , PC 2 , · · · , PC n and the residual u i (t) can be gained.
. . .
Overall, the original signal can be written as follows:
where PC 1 (t) is the ith PC and u i (t) is the residue. The flowchart of the ICD decomposition is shown in Fig.1 . With the help of ICD, a series of PCs are generated. However, the main fault information may be only contained in several PCs. Since kurtosis index can reflect the periodical impulses and the PCs contain more impulsive information will generate a higher kurtosis value. Therefore, we employ the kurtosis index to select the main PC [33] .
III. GENERALIZED COMPOSITE MULTI-SCALE FUZZY ENTROPY
In this section, the basic principle of the fuzzy entropy is first introduced. Then, the shortcomings of MFE are discussed. After that, the GCMFE is proposed. In the end, the parameter selection of GCMFE and its superiority are described.
A. REVIEW OF FUZZY ENTROPY
Given a time series {X i } = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N }, the caculation procedures of FE are as follows:
Step 1. Given m, r, and n, the time series can be expressed as follows: (11) where X m i represents a new time series, and x 0 (i) denotes m consecutive x(i) mean values.
Step 2. Calculate the maximum distance d m ij between the vectors X m i and X m j as:
Step 3 
Step 4. Define the function ϕ m (n, r) as:
Step 5. Repeat steps (1)-(4) for m + 1, the function ϕ m+1 (n, r) can be obtained as:
Step 6. The FuzzyEn of {x(i), i = 1, 2, · · · , N } can be expressed as follows:
When N is finite, FuzzyEn(m, n, r) can be expressed as:
B. MULTI-SCALE FUZZY ENTROPY AND ITS PROBLEMS
MFE is the combination of multi-scale analysis and FE [30] . The detailed description of MFE is given as follows:
(1) Given a time series {X i } = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N }, it can be divided into several coarse-grained time series { y τ j } using Eq. (19) .
where τ = 1, 2, · · · , N is a positive integer.
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(2) Calculate FuzzyEn of each coarse-grained time series {y τ j } by Eqs. (11)- (18) and describe FuzzyEn using Eq.(20) [33] .
However, there are two main problems in MFE algorithm. First, the statistical stability of MFE is poor for the analysis of short time series. Since the coarse-graining procedure in the multi-scale analysis would reduce the length of the time series as the scale factor τ increases, it may generate the undefined estimation of entropy and loose statistical reliability at larger scale factors. Second, the averaging operation only considers the fault information hidden in the low frequency part, which ignores the fault information in high frequency part [34] .
To address the problems of MFE, the generalized composite multi-scale fuzzy entropy (GCMFE) is proposed in this paper. In GCMFE method, a more reliable evaluation of FuzzyEn values can be obtained by computing all FuzzyEn values through the composite multiscale analysis. By doing this, the variance of entropy values at a larger scale factor can be eliminated. Second, the second-order moment is used to replace the averaging operation in the coarse graining procedure [36] , which aims to extract the fault information from both the low and high frequency components. Therefore, GCMFE can generate a more accurate result than traditional MFE method.
C. GENERALIZED COMPOSITE MULTI-SCALE FUZZY ENTROPY (GCMFE)
In order to address the drawbacks of traditional MFE, GCMFE is proposed by combining the generalized coarsegrained operation and composite multiscale analysis. For an arbitrary time series {X (i)} = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N }, the calculation procedures are listed as follows:
(1) The original time series can be divided into
by using the Eq. (21).
where τ is the scale factor.x i is denoted asx i =
(2)Calculate the FE value in each generalized coarsegrained time series y
The composite coarse-grained procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
(3) Compute the mean value of all FuzzyEn values, which can be expressed in Eq. (22) .
where r = (0.1 ∼ 0.25)×SD, and SD represents the standard deviation of the original series. (4) Repeat step (2) and (3) for a new scale factor until τ = τ m . Note that τ m represents the largest scale factor. This procedure is called generalized composite multi-scale fuzzy entropy analysis.
Compared with composite multi-scale fuzzy entropy (CMFE) [40] , the most difference between GCMFE and CMFE lies in the coarse-grained procedure (step (1)). In GCMFE method, the second-order moment is employed to achieve the { y τ u } according to Eq. (21) . While, the coarsegrained time series is achieved by applying the averaging operation (first-order moment) in CMFE method [40] . The averaging operation in CMFE can be described in Eq. (23) .
Because the second-order moment considers the fault information embedded in both low and high frequency [36] , the GCMFE method has better performance in extracting the fault feature compared with CMFE method.
A flowchart of the MFE and GCMFE method is illustrated in Fig. 3 . We can find from Fig. 3 (a) that a series of FE values are generated with one iteration loop process for a given scale factor τ max using MFE method. As the scale factor τ increases, the coarse-grained procedure in the multi-scale analysis shortens the length of the time series. This may generate the inaccurate or undefined estimation of entropy and loose statistical reliability. For example, when the scale factor τ = 2, only the information of the coarse grained time series { y 2 1,j } = (x 2j−1 + x 2j )/2, j = 1, 2, · · · is considered in the original coarse-grained procedure. However, the information { y 2 2,j } = (x 2j + x 2j+1 )/2, j = 1, 2, · · · is ignored at scale factor τ = 2. To overcome the shortcomings of MFE, GCMFE is proposed. Seen from Fig. 3(b) , the GCMFE method contains two iteration loops for a given τ max . In GCMFE method, the information of all coarsegrained sequences in the same scale are considered and the first moment is extended to the second moment (unbiased variance) in the coarse-graining procedure. Therefore, GCMFE is superior to the MFE method in theory. In addition, ''generalized'' of GCMFE method in step (1) and ''composite'' of GCMFE method in step (2) is further explained. At the same time, one more step (step (4)) is added to make the GCMFE method easier to be understood.
There are four parameters in GCMFE method including the embedding dimension m, similarity tolerance r, scale factor τ and the gradient of the exponential function n. First, the embedding dimension m determines the dimension of the reconstructed phase spase. Here, the embedding dimension m is set m = 2. Second, the similarity tolerance r should be set between (0.1 ∼ 0.25) × SD. Here, the r is set r = 0.15 * SD. Third, the scale factor τ influences the fault information extraction. It is convenient to take a value between 10 to 20. Here, τ max is set τ max = 20. In the end, n determines the boundary gradient of the exponential function, here n is set n = 2.
D. VALIDATION USING SIMULATION SIGNALS
To validate the superiority of GCMFE in detection of dynamic change for a given time series, a bearing simulation model is built to simulate a rolling bearing with an inner race fault (IRF). The mathematical expression of bearing with IRF is given in Eq. (22) [41] .
where A i is the amplitude modulation signal with a period time 1/f r , s(t) represents the discrete oscillating impulse signal with an interval time T , τ i gives the time lag derived from the random slip of rolling elements, w(t) means the white Gaussian noise (WGN), A 0 denotes the amplitude of the signal, B is the damping parameter, and f n is the natural frequency of the system.
We set the parameters in Eq. (22) as follows: the rotation speed f r = 50Hz, the amplitude of the signal A 0 = 0.15, the time lag τ i = 0, the damping parameter B = 1000, the natural frequency the system f n = 2548Hz, the ORF frequency f i = 296.1Hz, and the sampling frequency f s = 20480Hz. In addition, a WGN with SNR = −10.06 dB is added to the simulation signal.
The GCMFE, CMFE [40] and MFE [32] are all applied to analyze the simulated bearing signal. A moving window (window length N w = 2048 data points) is employed to separate the time domain signal into many sections. To compare their fault detection ability, GCMFE, CMFE [40] and MFE [32] are all employed to compute the Euclidean distance (ED) value between the first sample (normal condition) and each of other sample. Fig. 4 displays the comparison results. It can be observed that GCMFE, CMFE and MFE are all effective in detecting the IRF of bearings. But the GCMFE generates the largest ED values in the area around the impulses. Meanwhile, MFE generates the largest fluctuations and gives the smallest ED values in the area around the impulses. This indicates that GCMFE performs better than any of the CMFE and MFE methods.
IV. FEATURE SELECTION USING LAPLACIAN SORE
This section aims to introduce Laplacian Score (LS) for feature selection [38] . Suppose there are m data samples and each samples has n features. Let L r represent the Laplacian Score of the r-th (r = 1, 2, · · · , n) element in the feature. f ri represents the i-th sample of the r-th feature (i = 1, 2, · · · , m). There are four steps in LS algorithm [38] .
(1) Construct a nearest neighbor graph G with m nodes. The i-th node corresponds to the i-th data point x i . We put an edge between nodes i and j. If x i and x j are ''close'', we consider x i is among k nearest neighbors of x j , or x j is among k nearest neighbors of x i . When the label information is available, one can put an edge between two nodes sharing the same label. 
where I is the unit vector with dimension m and the matrix L is Laplacian matrix of the graph G. In addition, the average processing aims to avoid the large difference disturbing the construction of a complete neighbor gragh, viz.
(4) The Laplacian Score of the r-th feature is expressed as: (27) where Var(fr) is the estimated variance of the r-th feature value.
By using the LS method, the features are ranked by scores from low to high and we select several features with the lowest LS values.
V. THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR ROTATING MACHINERY
Based on the advantages of ICD, GCMFE, LS and PSO-SVM, the proposed fault diagnosis method of rotating machinery is given as follows:
(1) ICD is adopt to decompose the collected vibration signals of a centrifugal pump or a bearing into a series of PCs; (2) Choose the main PCs that contain the most useful information; (3) Compute GCMFE of the main PCs with parameters m = 2, n = 2, r = 0.15 * SD, and the maxium scale factor τ max = 20 ; (4) LS is utilized to rank the importance of all τ m features; (5) Select the fault features and put into the classifier PSO-SVM to train the model that is then used on testing samples. Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the proposed method.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION A. CASE STUDY 1: FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
This subsection aims to conduct the fault diagnosis of centrifugal pumps located in Harbin Institute of Technology (as shown in Fig. 6(a) ) using the proposed method. The centrifugal pump system contains a driving motor, a self-priming pump, a fuel tank, valves, and pipes. The self-priming pump (Model #: 25ZX-3.2-32) was produced in Shanghai HeShan pump industry. Fig. 6(b) is the deep grove bearing (marked using the red line), which is close to the coupling. Fig. 6(c) is the pump rotor part. The transducers were installed on the case of the centrifugal pump to collect vibration signals. In this experiment, the sampling frequency was set 10000 Hz and the rotating speed was 2030 rpm.
In the experiments, six fault types of centrifugal pumps were introduced to the centrifugal pump, including crack fault on the inner race (CFIR), crack fault on the outer race (CFOR), wearing fault on the inner race (WFIR), wearing fault on the outer race (WFOR), cover plate defect of impeller (CPDI) and blade defect of impeller (BDI). Fig. 7 shows the photos of the damaged bearings and impellers.
There are 7 health conditions. Each health condition contains 60 samples and each sample has 2048 data points. Therefore, there are total 420 samples (60 samples × 7 health conditions). In this paper, 140 samples are used to train the proposed method (33.3% × 420). The details are given in Table 1 . conditions. It is difficult to visually identify the fault types due to the complexity of the centrifugal pump test system. The ICD method is applied to preprocess the vibration signals of centrifugal pumps. To save space, only the decomposition results of centrifugal pumps with CPDI fault are given as an example, as shown in Fig. 9 . The kurtosis criterion is employed to select the main component for further analysis. Table 2 lists the normalized kurtosis values of each PC component. The PC1 is finally selected as it gives the largest normalized kurtosis values [10] . After the decomposition using ICD, we apply the GCMFE to extract the fault characteristics over 20 scales. purpose, we extract the fault features using ICD-MFE. Fig. 11 illustrates the analysis results. It can be found that the proposed ICD-GCMFE has better discrimination ability than the ICD-MFE method. In addition, the FuzzyEn values of ICD-GCMFE have smaller fluctuations with smaller error bars.
Then, apply LS to rank the features and the new order of generated FuzzyEn values is given as follows:
where the subscript of LS is the scale factor. The generated FuzzyEn values are shown in Fig. 12 . In the end, we choose the most four sensitive features (τ = 3, 4, 2 and 5) as the feature vector and put them into PSO-SVM. Fig. 13 displays the classification results. As can be seen, the final classification result achieves 100% with no testing sample misclassified.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the ICD method, we compare it with direct application of GCMFE using the same data set. Fig. 14 shows the results. It can be found that four CFOR testing samples are misclassified into WFOR, and six WFIR samples are misclassified into CFOR and the corresponding To demonstrate the advantage of GCMFE in terms of fault identification, we compare it with ICD & MFE (ICD-MFE) [32] and ICD & GCMFE (ICD-CMFE) [40] . Twenty runs were tested using each method. The classification results are shown in Fig. 15 and Table 3 . It can be seen that the proposed method performs the best with the highest classification accuracy (98.93%-100%). The ICD-CMFE has the second highest classification accuracy (96.07%-98.21%). The ICD-MFE has the lowest classification accuracies (93.93%-97.86%). The comparison results further demonstrate the advantage of the proposed ICD-GCMFE method in the fault diagnosis of centrifugal pumps. To validate the superiority of PSO-SVM in the classification performance, we compare the PSO-SVM with five widely used classifiers, including k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), back propagation neural networks (BPNN), extreme learning machine (ELM), and PSO-SVM. Table 4 lists the classification results of these methods. It can be observed that the testing accuracy of PSO-SVM is always highest among these classifiers when they are combined with each of the three feature extraction method (ICD-GCMFE, ICD-CMFE and ICD-MFE), respectively. The comparison results show the superiority of PSO-SVM in the fault pattern recognition for centrifugal pumps. Meanwhile, we can find that testing accuracy of ICD-GCMFE is always highest among these feature extraction methods when they are combined with each of the five classifiers (KNN, SVM, BPNN, ELM and PSO-SVM), respectively. This validates the superiority of the generalized composite analysis for the feature extraction.
B. CASE STUDY 2: FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF MOTOR BEARINGS
In this case, the proposed method is further tested by another benchmark data from the Case Western Reserve University [42] . The bearing used in the test was the 6205-2RS JEM SKF deep groove balling bearing. For each test bearing, the diameters of single point faults are 0.1778 mm, 0.3556 mm, 0.5334 mm and 0.7112 mm, respectively. Three bearing fault types were considered, including inner race fault (IRF), outer race fault (ORF) and ball fault (BF). An accelerometer was mounted on the motor housing and a recorder was utilized to collect the vibration signals at a sampling frequency of 12 kHz. The tests were carried out under the load of 0 horsepower.
In this paper, the vibration signals under ten bearing working conditions are considered, including normal and three fault types. Each fault type contains different fault sizes. For convenience, 0.01778mm, 0.03556mm, 0.05334mm and 0.07112mm of inner race fault are denoted by IRF1, IRF2, IRF3 and IRF4, respectively. The 0.01778mm, 0.03556mm and 0.05334mm of outer race fault are denoted by ORF1, ORF2 and ORF3, respectively. The 0.01778mm and 0.07112mm of ball fault are denoted by BF1 and BF2, respectively.
For each class, there are 50 samples and there are total 500 samples (50 samples × 10 health conditions). We select 20% samples from the whole data as the training data and others are taken as the testing data. The detailed information of the training and testing samples are listed in Table 5 . The time domain waveforms and their corresponding frequency spectra are illustrated in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 , respectively. It is hard to classify the fault types with different severities from observing time and frequency domain signals, because the measured vibration signal owns nonlinear and non-stationary characteristics [33] .
Then, the ICD method is applied to preprocess the original vibration signals. By using the ICD, each vibration signal of rolling bearings under different health conditions can be VOLUME 7, 2019 decomposed into a sum of PC components. Fig. 19 displays the decomposition results as an example. Then, we choose the main component with the largest kurtosis value. The normalized kurtosis values of each component obtained from ICD in Experiment 2 is provided in Table 2 . From Table 2 , we select PC1 with largest normalized kurtosis values for further analysis (denotes in red color).
After preprocessing using ICD, we employ the GCMFE method to extract the fault features. Then, we apply the LS method to rank the features. Fig. 22 shows the ranked new features and the obtained new order of GCMFE is given as follows:
Then, the first four important child nodes ( τ = 12, 13, 9 and 8) of GCMFEs are chosen to construct the new feature vector and then fed into the multi-classifier PSO-SVM to accomplish the pattern reorganization. To decrease the randomness, each group of training samples run 20 times. The obtained recognition results are shown in Fig. 23 . It can be observed that no testing sample is misclassified and the classification accuracy is 100%. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method in the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings.
Meanwhile, we also compare it with the GCMFE without using the ICD method. The classification results are illustrated in Fig. 24 . We find that five testing samples with IR2 are misclassified into BF1 and four testing samples with IR3 are misclassified into IRF1. The final recognition accuracy is 97.75% which is lower than the proposed method. To show the advantage of GCMFE, the ICD-MFE [32] and ICD-CMFE [40] are applied to extract the fault features. The PSO-SVM classifier is employed to classify the health conditions. The classification results are shown in Fig. 25 and Table 6 . We can observe that the proposed method has the highest classification accuracy (100%) in comparison with ICD-CMFE (96.75%-97.50%) and ICD-MFE (93.75%-96.50%). This validates the superiority of the proposed ICD-GCMFE method in the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings.
In order to validate the superiority of PSO-SVM for pattern identification, we also compare it with KNN, SVM, BPNN, and ELM. The classification results of different combination methods are listed in Table 7 . As seen in Table 7 , we find that the PSO-SVM using different feature extraction method has the highest average testing accuracy (96.79%). Also, ICD-GCMFE combined with the PSO-SVM method achieves highest classification accuracy 100%. This further validates the effectiveness of the proposed method in feature extraction.
Above all, two experimental analysis results demonstrate that the proposed ICD-GCMFE method is sensitive to the various faults of rotating machinery, and this combination method offers a promising approach for fault diagnosis of centrifugal pumps and rolling bearings. In the end, we discuss the effectiveness of LS in the feature selection. We apply the data of centrifugal pumps from Experiment 1 as an example. The first two elements in the new feature sorted by LS are plotted in Fig. 26 (a) . We can find that the samples are all distributed around the class center and the samples are discriminated clearly. For comparison, two random selected features without using LS are also plotted in Fig. 26 (b) . It can be found that the features are distributed without a nice cluster in Fig. 26 (b) . This verifies that LS can find out the features with higher separability.
In this study, we propose a fault diagnosis method by combing ICD, GCMFE, LS and PSO-SVM. The GCMFE method is proposed to enhance the fault extraction ability. We also demonstrated that the combination of ICD and GCMFE outperforms GCMFE in terms of highlighting fault signatures, and PSO-SVM owns a better classification ability than other classifiers. Simulated and experimental signals validate that our proposed method can yield better fault diagnosis ability than other popular methods.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new entropy method called GCMFE to estimate the dynamical characteristics of vibration signals. The concept of GCMFE is novel and its merits are validated using both simulation and experimental signals. Based on ICD, GCMFE, LS and PSO-SVM, a systematic framework is proposed for the fault diagnosis of rotating machinery. Two experimental tests demonstrated that the proposed method yields higher classification accuracy compared with existing methods such as ICD-CMFE and ICD-MFE. The necessity using ICD and LS is verified by two experiments. In addition, the classification performance of KNN, SVM, BPNN, ELM and PSO-SVM are all tested using the obtained features of three methods. Results show that PSO-SVM achieves the highest classification accuracy among the five algorithms.
For the future work, two possible directions are suggested here. First, the robustness of the proposed method under different signal-noise-ratio conditions will be considered in our future work. Second, the classification performance using different SVM classifiers can be further investigated.
